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One of the world's most sought-after golf instructors and a PGA Teacher of the Year makes it

easy to be your own coach, customizing your golf swing for phenomenal accuracy.In his

decades as a renowned golf coach and player on the PGA and Champions tours, Jim Hardy

has attracted not only a clientele of impressive players, but top teachers from around the globe

flock to his clinics as well. At the heart of his approach is a simple philosophy: There is no

universally right or wrong way to swing a golf club. In fact, Hardy teaches that every person's

golf swing is as unique as a strand of DNA. Of course, this creates a challenge for instructors.

Now, in Solid Contact, Hardy distills his remarkable system for readers of all skill levels,

teaching them how to self-diagnose their shots and correct their swings and misses on the very

next shot.Packed with instructional drawings and anecdotes about lessons that spurred

turnarounds for the best instructors and pro golfers in the game, Solid Contact addresses the

unique aspects of each golfer's swing. Hardy's plus/ minus system draws on three actions: the

swing, the swing's impact, and ball flight. Working through evidence in each of these three

categories, readers can tailor their actions to address weak points for dramatically improved

effectiveness. Putting the world's best instructional techniques in the hands of all readers, Solid

Contact delivers lasting results in record time.

"Bruce Watt is a tall-tale teller of immense humour and enormous heart who knows how to spin

a laugh-out-loud yarn that captivates and enchants the reader." --Ian Ferguson, author of

Village of the Small Houses"Pull up a chair, kick off your boots and prepare to be

'Chilcotinized.' Bruce Watt has the cowboy cred to spin yarns with the best of them: sly and

wry, with a dusty finish." --Mark Forsythe, BC AlmanacAbout the AuthorBC Cowboy Hall-of-

Famer Bruce Watt grew up in the Fraser Valley and moved to the Big Creek area of the

Chilcotin in 1948. Rodeo was a big part of his life, and he competed in rodeo events until he

was in his late seventies. A consummate storyteller and a man of many jokes, Bruce had a

fantastic ability to see the humour in most situations. He always derived great pleasure from

the people and animals around him, and his hearty laugh was second only to his thunderous

sneeze. Bruce passed away in 2013.
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That’s what it took for me to become one of the most consistent players on the PGA Tour. That

might sound like hyperbole, but trust me, I’m not exaggerating. You hear professionals routinely

say they’re working on a swing change, and it might take months—or even a year—before they

start seeing positive results from those changes. That wasn’t the case for me. It took me

exactly five swings. How’s that possible? I was introduced to the teachings of Jim Hardy

through one of his friends, a great instructor in his own right by the name of Chris O’Connell.



Jim and Chris are partners in golf instruction, and the philosophy that Jim is going to teach you

in this book is the very philosophy that Chris used to turn my career around.Before I started

working with Chris and learned what Jim’s philosophy was all about, you could say, at best, I

was a streaky player. I would find myself in contention to win a PGA Tour event a couple of

times a year, but only when I was really timing my old swing well. Now I find myself among the

top players on the PGA Tour nearly every time I tee it up. I always feel like I have a chance.

During one stretch, I had nineteen top-10 finishes in forty-one events and I also led the PGA

Tour in earnings in 2010 with $4.9 million. I owe it all to working with Chris and understanding

Jim’s plus/minus system.Unlike things other instructors have told me and lessons I have taken,

this concept just makes sense to me. I’m no longer bogged down thinking about swing

mechanics. I just pay attention to my ball flight. If things go bad, I know I’m only one adjustment

away from correcting whatever issue I’m having. If my swing is too steep or too shallow, I know

all I have to do is add an ingredient from the other side of neutral and things will balance out.

It’s a matter of correcting one angle. A lot of people think you have to make several

adjustments to start hitting the ball solid again. That’s not true. In many cases, all you need to

do is adjust one thing.The best part about it is that I’m able to fix myself when things go bad.

Chris can help me on the lesson tee, but if I start hitting it squirrelly during a tournament, I

understand the reason for the misses and what to do to correct them. I think that’s a huge

reason for my consistency. I know I’m never that far off from making solid contact again and

controlling my shots. To think you can self-diagnose your problem and quickly correct it. Man,

that’s pretty exciting.The other thing I really like about this concept is that it de-emphasizes the

notion that you have to make a perfect-looking golf swing to play great golf. It’s not about the

swing. It’s about the result. Jim is saying that making solid contact with the ball, and playing a

ball flight that you can rely on, is way more important than having a pretty swing. And I agree. I

know a lot of amateur players who don’t have the time or ability to make a great swing. They

just want to go out and play golf and have fun. They know their swings will never look like they

play on the PGA Tour, they just want to hit the ball solidly and have some confidence about

where the golf ball is gonna go. This book will show you exactly how to do that. If you

understand the concept, you’re going to be on your way to playing better. And who knows,

maybe it will only take you four swings to do it.IntroductionYOUR GOLF DNAIf you’ve read my

books and magazine articles, or listened to my lectures, then you’re probably aware that I

believe all golfers make either a one-plane or two-plane swing. What that means is, if the body,

arms, and club move together on roughly the same plane, it’s a one-plane swing. If the arms

and club move on a distinctly different, more upright plane than the body, it’s a two-plane swing.

It doesn’t matter whether I’m talking about a 20-handicapper or a tour pro—you’re either a one-

planer or a two-planer.I bring this up because, in the past, I’ve taught what I felt were the

easiest, quickest, safest, and best ways to produce a one- or two-plane swing. But the

elements I taught for those one- or two-plane swings had a lot of latitude within them. Those

latitudes allowed for individual swing variations. No two people are going to swing the club

exactly alike. Each of us has our own physical limitations, strength, and flexibility. We have our

own tempos, rhythms, and balance. We don’t stand exactly the same, or aim the same, or have

identical planes or paths. And each of us has our own style of one- or two-plane swing—and a

great deal of them are very effective.Let me give you a couple of examples of what I mean by

“effective.” Legendary golfers Jack Nicklaus and Tom Watson are both “two-planers,” but their

swings have never looked alike. The same is true of their ball flights. In their primes, Jack relied

on a high fade while Tom preferred a high draw. Meanwhile, two more golf legends, Lee Trevino

and Gary Player, swung the club as “one-planers.” But guess what? They also had different-



looking one-plane swings. Lee loved a low fade and Gary made a career out of playing a low

hook. So if all four of these golf greats had different-looking swings and different ball flights,

how in the world did they each win so many tournaments? The answer is simple—their swings

were effective. They all hit the ball solidly with a consistent, predictable flight.That’s really the

key to great golf. It’s something my old friend John Jacobs, one of the greatest golf instructors

ever, figured out years ago when he said that the sole purpose of the golf swing is to produce a

correct, repetitive impact. The method employed is of no significance. I couldn’t agree more. In

the thirty-five years I’ve been teaching golf, I’ve had the opportunity to see a lot of different

one- and two-plane swings that produced a “correct, repetitive impact.” And while it sure is nice

to have a beautiful golf swing, I don’t know any great players who wouldn’t trade it in a second

for a swing that allowed them to nearly always hit the ball flush with a consistent shot shape.

What good is a pretty swing if it doesn’t hold up under the pressure of a Sunday at Augusta, or,

perhaps in your case, during a Saturday morning Nassau? That’s why I wanted to write this

book. I want you to know that you can swing the club with the classic one- or two-plane form

that I demonstrated in my previous books or in a one- or two-plane variation that works for you

—as long as it’s effective. The only thing that matters is that your swing produces solid impact

and a ball flight you can count on. And I’m going to help you learn how to do that.As I said

earlier, no two golf swings are exactly alike. Think of them as DNA strands. I’ve got one. You’ve

got one. Tiger Woods has one. You might have a swing that’s similar to your favorite tour pro’s

swing, but there’s always going to be one or two things that make it unique. That’s why the

adjustments you might need to improve your swing might not necessarily work for the guy next

to you on the driving range—even if, to the naked eye, your swings look a lot alike. Please

remember that. After decades of helping golfers and studying swing theories, I really believe

instruction should always be tailored to an individual’s needs rather than try to force a golfer to

learn a rigid swing theory. As I said, all swings fall into two general categories (one-plane or

two-plane), but there are countless ways within those two categories to produce solid and

repetitive impact. Knowing that, does it make any sense to force a specific, no-latitude swing

method on you? If we all decided that only Jack Nicklaus swung the club correctly, how could

we explain all those trophies that Lee Trevino, Gary Player, and Tom Watson won?In the past, if

you wanted to get customized instruction to improve, it almost always meant hiring a golf

instructor. But now, with the help of this book, I’m going to teach you how to diagnose what’s

going on with your own swing, and then I’m going to show you how to apply that knowledge to

hit better shots. You won’t need a second pair of eyes watching you, and you won’t have to get

your swing videotaped to figure out what’s going on. You’re going to be able to identify your

swing’s DNA by paying attention to your ball flight and the ground at impact, and then referring

to charts in this book that will give you options for adjustments you can make to improve your

swing. I’ll walk you through how to do this later, but for now, you should be happy to know that

you won’t have to lock in to one solution. If one adjustment doesn’t quite click for you, you can

try something else from several lists of swing elements that are provided in this book.

Remember, no two golfers swing exactly alike, so the solution to fixing your bad shots might

differ from what works for the next guy. If you and your buddy are hungry and want to eat

dinner, steak might be your choice, while he might go with fish. They both solve the problem of

curbing hunger, but the solutions are a matter of personal preference. So when you use the

charts in this book, you can keep trying things until you find the magic formula that helps you

hit the ball more solidly with a repeatable ball flight. And I’m not talking about years, months, or

even weeks of experimenting to improve. I don’t say this lightly: With this book, you’ll have the

opportunity to be a better golfer on your very next shot! PGA Tour pro Matt Kuchar, who is a



student of my colleague Chris O’Connell, said in this book’s foreword that it took him “exactly

five swings” to fix his swing, which led him to become the leading money winner on the PGA

Tour in 2010.The thing that makes this possible is my new, revolutionary system, which

categorizes all the elements of your swing, the ground on which your ball was resting, and the

ball’s flight as either a plus (+) or a minus ("�). And by that, I don’t mean good or bad, and I’m not

talking about the symbols for addition and subtraction. A (+) or a ("�) simply means how an

element of your swing, the ground on which your ball was resting, or the ball’s flight relates to

the so-called “moment of truth”—impact. If something is a (+), all I mean is that it’s related to

influencing an impact to make it steeper and narrower. And if something is a ("�), that means it’s

related to influencing an impact to make it wider and shallower. Never in the history of golf

instruction have these elements been categorized and tied together so simply. All golf swings,

even the great ones, contain a varied number of pluses and minuses. But no matter how many

pluses and how many minuses you have in your swing, the goal is to have an equal number on

each side of the ledger so they balance each other out. Only then can you hit the ball solidly

with a repeatable and reliable ball flight.Since this is a relatively new concept, let me see if I

can help you understand it better by comparing it to a topic most of you are familiar with—the

U.S. government. The U.S. Senate has one hundred members. Let’s say, to a degree, that each

of the one hundred senators leans to either the conservative or liberal side of being truly

moderate in opinion. And no matter what, they always vote on that side. For decisions to be

made without a bias toward conservatism or liberalism, there would then have to be exactly

fifty conservative senators and fifty liberal senators. If there wasn’t a 50–50 split, the side with a

majority would use its influence to make laws that were either conservative or liberal in spirit.

Luckily, governments can still function and pass laws despite an unbalanced roster of political

views. But a good golf swing can’t be achieved without that 50–50 split.That’s why you have to

maintain an equal number of pluses and minuses in your swing. Remember when I said earlier

that you can improve on your very next shot? Well, here’s the beauty of the system presented

in this book. By paying attention to your ball flight and, as a secondary confirmation, what the

ground looks like where your ball used to be resting (I call that “impact condition”), you can

quickly determine whether something you’re doing is resulting in a swing that has an odd

number of pluses and minuses. If your swing isn’t in balance, you will produce poor impact and

a ball-flight miss that is a (+) or a ("�). It’s going to have either one too many elements that results

in a steep/narrow impact or one too many that results in a shallow/wide impact. I’m going to

teach you how to recognize the error. Then all you’ll need to do is refer to the appropriate

charts in this book to find out what your swing requires to balance things out. I call that

“neutralizing impact.” You’ll be able to choose from corrections in four different areas of your

golf swing: (1) your address position, (2) the backswing, (3) the downswing, (4) impact and the

follow-through.Let me explain my plus/minus system a bit more. As I mentioned above, all golf

swings are a combination of pluses and minuses as it relates to impact. But the number of

pluses and minuses you have in your swing often depends on your skill level. If you’re a scratch

golfer and have been playing the game for a while, you probably know that two of the best

swings in golf belong to veteran pros Steve Elkington and Ernie Els. Those two guys have

refined their swings so well that they probably have very few plus-and-minus swing

characteristics. And the fewer pluses and minuses they have, the less they have to balance in

order to hit the ball solidly and repetitively. Furthermore, the pluses and minuses in their swings

might be minor issues compared to the characteristics in the average 20-handicapper’s swing.

For Steve and Ernie, their goal might be akin to juggling three plus and three minus tennis balls

without dropping one. As long as they keep an even number juggling in the air, their swing is in



balance. Each plus ball counters a minus ball. With some practice, the task is fairly easy and

routine.But the typical 20-handicapper has to juggle way more than a few things to achieve

solid impact and a consistent ball flight. In some cases, it could be more than ten pluses and

ten minuses. What makes the task even harder is that many of those swing elements might be

major pluses and minuses. Forget tennis balls. It’s like trying to juggle watermelons. It’s no

wonder high-handicappers struggle to produce John Jacobs’s “correct, repetitive impact.” They

can do it every now and then, probably just enough to not give up and quit golf for good. But

their games would be a lot better if they could make their juggling act as simple and routine as

Ernie’s and Steve’s.I bring this up because there might be times when you’ll need to

incorporate more than one plus or minus adjustment to your swing in order to balance things

out and neutralize impact. In other words, one adjustment isn’t going to completely fix a major

swing flaw. You might need to implement two or three things to get the job done. Think of the

task in terms of cooking. Sometimes a dash of salt isn’t enough to get the stew to taste good.

So you keep adding salt until you get the right flavor.So how will you know if you’ve got a major

plus or minus in your swing that needs more TLC than just a minor adjustment to correct? It’s

simple: If the old ball-flight and impact problems persist even after you make a correction,

either exaggerate whatever element you’ve incorporated or introduce more elements to the mix

until your ball flight improves. You’ll get immediate feedback that will tell you if what you’re

doing is enough to fix the problem. If your ball-flight miss is getting worse after you’ve

incorporated something, then you probably misdiagnosed yourself and introduced an element

from the wrong category—perhaps you needed a (+) element but you adopted a ("�). Don’t worry.

It’s only a short setback. You just need to back up and try an element from the opposite chart.

That’s the beauty of this book. It doesn’t take long to find the right correction and improve. In a

later chapter, I’ll walk you through the entire process, so don’t worry about memorizing it now. I

just wanted to give you a taste of what you’re going to learn.To recap what I’m introducing with

this book: I’ve developed a new system that designates everything in your golf swing, along

with impact condition and ball flight, as either a plus (narrow/steep) or a minus (wide/shallow).

Think of it as your golf DNA. You’re going to be able to look at your ball-flight and impact

condition and determine whether your swing is either too plus or too minus. You should know

that your impact condition and your ball flight will always go together. A (+) impact condition will

confirm a (+) ball flight and a ("�) impact condition will confirm a ("�) ball flight. That’s why I’m

asking you to pay attention to both your shot shape and the ground on which your ball was

resting at address. You will then refer to charts within to look for many options on how to get

things back to neutral. Once you even things out, you’re going to be able to hit the ball more

solidly and with a consistent ball flight. It’s as simple as that.One final thought before we move

on to the next chapter: I want you to understand that a golf shot is the result of three actions—

the swing, the swing’s resulting impact, and the impact’s resulting ball flight. Ball flight, and to a

lesser degree, the ground where your ball used to be, tell you what’s wrong with your swing.

You’re like a detective at a crime scene trying to piece together the clues. To help you, I’ve

committed chapters to all of the ball-flight misses and explain why each one is either a (+) or a

("�) and what to do about it. You’d be surprised at how many golfers are obsessed with different

facets of their swing but are still never able to figure out what’s wrong. What they should be

paying attention to is what happens when the club meets the ball. That information, if they

know how to use it, will not only tell them what’s wrong but will lead them to a solution that will

allow them to fix it. Once you’re able to successfully recognize the (+) or ("�) value of your ball

flight and the ground beneath the ball at impact, you can then link those two elements back to

the (+) or ("�) swing issues that caused them. That’s how you can be your own golf instructor,



and that’s how you can improve your ball-striking on the very next shot.Chapter OneTHE KEY

ELEMENTS OF IMPACTAs I stated in the introduction, the purpose of this book is to present

my revolutionary plus/minus system and show you how to use it, so you can diagnose your

own swing flaws and then learn how to correct them. The goal is for you to hit the ball more

solidly than ever and with a consistent ball flight. Notice that I didn’t say the goal is to get you to

hit the ball straight. That’s because you don’t have to play a straight ball to play good golf. Just

look at all those pros I mentioned previously. Guys such as Nicklaus, Watson, Trevino, and

Player all relied on different ball flights to win countless tournaments. That’s not to say I don’t

want to see you improve your current ball flight. And that’s not to say that I don’t like a straight

ball. Heck, who doesn’t like a straight ball? But it’s far more important to learn how to hit solid

shots and to be confident that you know where the ball is going than it is to spend years on the

range trying to copy the swing of a computer model in order to hit it perfectly straight.Now, let’s

discuss the importance of recognizing your typical ball flight and why the ball flies the way it

does. John Jacobs was the first instructor to really teach students by analyzing their ball flights.

“Look at what the ball is doing and then ask why,” he’d say. John is a genius and always knew

the answer to “Why?”—and with the help of this book, you’re going to know the answer, too. If

you want to fix your problems, I can’t stress enough that you’re going to have to pay attention

to your ball flight. I’m sure there are times when you’ll want to look away in disgust—especially

when that shot is curving toward a water hazard or a house. But seriously, what the ball’s doing

will tell you what you need to do to improve, so I’m asking you to pay careful attention.With that

said, I think it’s time to give you a better understanding of what determines the direction,

curvature, and trajectory of a golf shot. There are several impact factors, such as the club’s

shape, the speed it was traveling at impact, the launch angle and spin rate of the ball, etc. All of

those things come into play, but they’re not nearly as significant as the four variables I’d like

you to focus on: (1) the position of the clubface, (2) clubpath, (3) the angle of approach, and (4)

the width of the bottom of the swing.The first element of impact I’d like to discuss is the position

of the clubface when it meets the ball. Years ago, before the advent of perimeter-weighted

clubs and high-tech ball designs, the clubface’s primary influence on the ball was how it made

the ball curve (or not curve) after impact. For instance, if the clubface was closed to the

direction the club was moving at impact, then the ball hooked to the left (for right-handed

swingers). Conversely, if the clubface was open to the path the club was traveling at impact,

then the ball sliced to the right. If you happened to get the clubface square to the path at

impact, then the ball wouldn’t curve at all—it would fly straight. It might fly straight right or

straight left depending on the path the club was swinging on at impact, but the ball would fly on

a line. It’s simple physics. With today’s technological improvements in golf equipment, less

sidespin is being imparted on the ball, so the curvature of the ball’s flight isn’t as pronounced

and is much harder to identify. Nowadays, a closed or open clubface at impact is more likely to

influence the direction the ball will travel rather than just the curvature of the ball’s flight. By that

I mean that if the face were, say, pointing left of your target at impact, the ball would also go left

of your target. An open clubface will result in the ball flying right of your target. The sidespin

caused by an open or closed face isn’t what it used to be, so shots typically have less hook or

slice curvature. A secondary influence that the clubface has on impact is to make it either

steeper (+) or shallower ("�). I will explain the (+) and ("�) system in detail in a moment, but for

now, remember that a clubface that is closed (pointing left for right-handed swingers) to the

path will make an impact steeper, while an open clubface to the path will make impact

shallower. In other words, when you close the clubface, it becomes a digging tool, with the

leading edge and toe carving a significant divot out of the ground. An open clubface, however,



rides along the ground on the back of the club (commonly known as the “bounce”) and creates

a shallow divot, if any.Now that you have a better understanding of how the position of the

clubface at impact influences ball flight, let’s move on to the second direct cause of impact:

clubpath. The club’s path at impact and how it influences ball flight is more complicated than

the clubface’s role. If you were to look at the clubpath from a camera directly above a right-

handed golfer, you’d see that during the downswing and follow-through, the clubhead travels on

an arc that moves from behind the body to the right side of the body to the area in front of the

body, then over to the left side, and finally back around the body again. In a technically correct

golf swing viewed from overhead, the arc the clubhead travels on during the downswing will go

from inside the target line, then along the target line, and then back inside the target line. The

distance the clubhead actually travels along the target line is very small—less than an inch or

two—and, measured in time, just a few ten-thousandths of a second. Therefore, a technically

perfect path is described as an arc that is in-to-in (inside the target line, then on the line, then

back inside the target line). If your path isn’t perfect, then it’s either in-to-out or out-to-in. In-to-

out paths mean that the clubhead is moving to the right of the target at impact (for right-handed

golfers) and out-to-in arcs mean the club is moving to the left at impact. These three different

paths will produce different impact conditions by influencing both the angle of approach and,

inevitably, the direction the ball flies.First, let me explain how clubpath influences the angle of

approach. If a swing path arc is in-to-out, it makes the angle of approach shallow ("�). This is

because an in-to-out path bottoms out and reaches its low point before the clubhead contacts

the ball. It’s actually ascending when it makes contact. Conversely, if the path is out-to-in, it

makes the approach steep (+). An out-to-in path is the opposite of an in-to-out path—the swing

doesn’t bottom out and reach the low point until it’s just in front of the ball. What that means is

that the clubhead is still swinging down too steeply on its arc when it contacts the ball. Now

comes the second part. The influence that clubpath has on the flight of the ball is determined

when the direction is compared to the position of the clubface at impact. If the clubface is

square to the path at impact, the ball will fly in the direction of the path. If the path was, say, out-

to-in, and the clubface was square to the path, then the ball would fly on a straight line, left of

the target. This is known as a “pull.” Conversely, an in-to-out path with a square clubface to the

path will produce a straight right shot known as a “push.” With today’s equipment, the more the

clubface is open or closed in relation to the path, the more the ball will go in the direction of the

face.To further understand how the clubface and path work together, let’s take two different ball

flights that fly right of your intended target. One would be a slice, in which the clubface is open

to the path, and the other is a push, in which the clubface is square to an in-to-out path. The

slice is a glancing blow and not powerful, while the push is fairly powerful. Although the ball

ends up right of your target with either a slice or a push, the ball flights look somewhat different

from each other. But for argument’s sake, let’s just say you can’t tell them apart. If you want to

know which is which, just take a look at the ground where impact occurred. If you happened to

take a divot, study the clubhead’s mark or hole in the ground. That mark in the ground is the

divot’s telltale evidence. (When I use the term “divot,” I’m referring to the mark or hole in the

ground on or near the spot on which your ball was resting at address. I don’t mean the strip of

sod that you hopefully pick up and replace to help tidy the golf course.) So if the ball flew right

of the divot’s direction, you hit a slice. The only way the ball got to the right of the swing path

(direction of the divot) was because the clubface was open to the path. If the ball moved in the

same direction as the divot, then you pushed the shot. This works the same if the ball was hit

to the left. If the ball traveled left of the divot mark, then it went left because of a closed

clubface and would be considered a hook (I also refer to this in the book as a “slap-left”)—even



though it might not have curved very much. But if the ball went left and the divot is pointing in

the same direction to the left, you’ve hit a pull. I mentioned in the introduction that impact

condition is a secondary yet important clue in determining your ball flight. In later chapters, I’ll

go over this in more detail.
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boxout, “useful information but pretty technical and formula oriented. I found this book to be

helpful. It does not provide a full description of the setup, swing, etc. but assumes a working

knowledge of these things. It is essentially a troubleshooting guide in which the reader is

provided with tools to self-diagnose problems (although use of a PGA professional is also
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recommended) and then with additional tools to fix the problems. The book claims that all

swing problems are "one fix" or "two fix" problems and shows how to figure out which is which.

I am not sure If this is really true, since I only worked on the problems I was aware of or could

identify. The book did help me to get rid of my shanking problem. If this continues to be true, it

has paid for itself right there. I actually bought the book in two forms, one for the Kindle reader,

which I returned for full credit, and then the hardback version, which I kept. Do not bother with

the e-book version. The diagrams and charts are virtually unreadable, and the continual cross

referencing from one section of the book to another that is needed is also very difficult and not

user friendly. The hardback version was good, and I will keep it as a reference. One issue with

this book is that it presumes a consistant swing flaw, which it then endeavors to correct. If you,

like many of us, suffer from a wide vairety of exciting swing flaws and never know from one

shot to the next which one will jump up and bite you, it will be more difficult to use this book.

This is where the assistance of a knowledgable professional (i.e. not your husband, golf buddy,

etc.) will be extremely beneficial. Best wishes to anyone who is trying to bring this game to its

knees. May the force be with you.”

Paul and Nancy S, “Excellent Reference... For Experienced Golfers. This book is for the

intermediate or advanced golfer who is seeking more consistency in his or her game.

Beginners will get totally lost so I would recommend one of Jim Hardy's first two books rather

than this one for newer players.The plus/minus system provided is a logical next step to the

work on one- and two-plane swings. The idea is that even with a swing in place, things will still

go wrong (i.e., bad days). This book defines the adjustments that can help fix problems that

emerge.In brief, mistakes are said to come from swinging on too steep or too shallow of a

plane. All ball flight mistakes are categorized. A menu of corrections is provided. Drawings

make the corrections understandable.For the right level of golfer, this a very good book albeit it

somewhat hard to read. I wish I had this years ago as it would have saved a lot of time instead

of having to figure things out through trial and error.”

Billn, “Better value than golf lessons from "uninformed" instructor. This book is more advanced

that either "Plane Truth for Golfers" books. Don't start here.This book is a great value for golf

instructors trying to fix students' swing flaws - without attempting to overhaul someone's entire

swing.If you're a DIY type, you can use this book to troubleshoot and fix your own swing.

However, I recommend you start with both "Plane Truth for Golfers" books and the companion

DVD videos. (4 discs set available at their web site: SolidContact[dot]net ) to grove the proper

fundamentals for your swing type. Combined, this is a cheaper solution than even 2 golf

lessons from an "uninformed" instructor, which may mess you up.Also, get an "Orange Whip"

to teach yourself proper swing "feel" (timing, tempo, rhythm, and balance). Search YouTube for

Jim Hardy video on Orange Whip”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice Follow On to Plane Truth. Jim Hardy's "The Plane Truth for Golfers"

is the best golf book ever. I've played for many years and when my swing went wrong, I'd read

a lot of magazines and try a lot of stuff. Well, read enough golf magazines and you'll start to

laugh (or cry). For every "must do" piece of advice, you'll eventually find a "never do" for that

same thing. Jim Hardy's book tells why.I decided that I would swing a One Plane swing and

copy, as best I could, the swing in Plane Truth. When I had it right, I amazed myself. But, when

things went wrong, I needed to make guesses about where I was going wrong and make more

guesses about how to fix it. Hardy's Master Class book was sometimes a help, but not always. I



bought "Solid Contact" when I was suffering with a problem. What an eye opener. It turned out

that my current attempted fix was actually making things worse. In the terminology of "Solid

Contact," I had a - problem and I was trying to apply a - fix. I found a + fix, one that I had

stumbled onto once before but did not remember, went out and played better right away. Things

are now great but I know that won't last. I'm expecting to make a lot of use of Solid Contact. In

fact, I made a copy of the fix chart and put it in my bag.”

Sunshine Golfer, “The illustrations alone are worth the price.. Jim Hardy's "The Plane Truth for

Golfers" should be required reading before delving into this gem. Once you have an

understanding of the one plane and two plane swings this book's plus and minus system of

swing corrections becomes easy to understand. The book is a great addition to my collection

of Jim Hardy books and CDs.  I recommend them to any golfer seeking improvement.”

Adam Smith, “Excellent book!. I have all of Jim Hardy's books and highly recommend this one.

This book is different from his prior books (everyone should own a copy of The Plane Truth) in

that he has devopled a very good and simple system in finding swing faults by looking at your

divot and ball flight. Once you have identified your fault, he provides you with a host of fixes to

choose from depending on you particule issue. While I am a big fan of video and computer

analysis, your divots and ball flight will tell you everything you need to know about your swing.

Some have mentioned that the system is very confusing but I disagree. If you read the whole

book it will make total sense and you will be able to correct your faults by self diagnosis. Get

his book and use it, you'll be glad you did!”

Mr C Gough, “+ & - system is the answer for golf. This has transformed my golf form so I am

able to be competitive and straight hitting nearly every time I play. I know my swing well which

helps but now I can identify a ball flight fault which tells me if I am on the minus or plus side of

neutral. I am nearly always minus! Now I can add a plus feeling to my swing until the ball flies

straight again.A great book which may help some people going through with another pair of

eyes or a PGA Professional if you are unsure of the many different aspects you can add to

neutralising your impact. Also I have found feel and real so far apart and it has taken an

extreme swing feeling to neutralise my impact and ball flight. Maybe just me being untalented!

Highly recommended.”

K Peters, “Jim Hardy's Solid Contact is a solid read. Jim Hardy is well respected in the golf

community and rightly so. This book gives some great insight into Jim teachings and I certain

most readers would enjoy reading this book and get a lot of good tips from it.”

Paul Cloetens, “... to understand the golf play and practice to perform better. To be completed

with the first book "The .... just the right book to understand the golf play and practice to

perform better. To be completed with the first book "The plan truth for golfer" .”

The book by Jim Hardy has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 88 people have provided feedback.
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